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The main theme of  this thesis exploration is “socially 
conscious architecture,” socially conscious meaning exactly 
what it implies, designing with the people of  a particular 
neighborhood or community in mind. While this may 
seem obvious, it is surprising how many times this is not 
the case.  This thesis design seeks to provide a very 
troubled and blighted inner city neighborhood with a 
building, a place, an experience which enriches the lives 
of  those whose with whome it engages.  The people that 
live in this neighborhood deal with crime, poverty, 
homelessness, and racial tension every day.  Many attempts 
to revitalize such neighborhoods fail because the so-called 
“solutions” don't address the true problems of  the 
neighborhood.  Instead the solutions seek to cover 
up/mask or displace people, activities or  problems, 
thinking that this will make all the difficulties go away. I 
believe that the core of  an architect’s responsibility is to 
make space that betters people, communities, cities, etc. 
 The neighborhood choosen for this thesis is called Over-
the-Rhine, one of  the most historically and architecturally 
rich areas of  Cincinnati Ohio, but also the most troubled 
and distressed. The building type is a new creative and 
performing arts high school.  I decided upon this 
neighborhood and building type because this is a real 
project underway in Cincinnati. The SCPA [School for 
the Creative and Performing Arts] is building a new facility 
to be located in Over-the-Rhine. However, this project 
is causing much debate and arguement.  The school wants 
to move to a block of  the neighborhood which would 
cause the displacement of  many businesses including one 
of  the busiest homeless shelters in the neighborhood.  
The homeless shelter does not want to move; they feel 
their location is the reason they have been so influencial 
in the neighborhood, helping many people each year to 
get their lives back on track.  The school argues that they 
need  to be located on this particular block because of  
its close proximity to Music Hall, one of  Cincinnati’s fine 
performing arts venues. This thesis was sparked by the 
many newspaper articles that I read about the school 
debate and researching the prelimary design ideas for the 
school. It captured my attention and my heart.  I was 
upset by the proposal for the new school and felt it 
disregarded the neighborhood on a number of  different 
levels.  The people of  Over-the-Rhine feel negatively 
about the school coming in and wiping out blocks of  its 
businesses and social services. I knew there was a better 
solution; this thesis is an exploration into that solution.

“Could ‘safety’ include 
not only the proper 
number of  fire exits and 
sta i rcases,  but  the 
promotion, through 
archtitectural design, of  
s a f e  s t r e e t s  a n d  
neighborhoods? Might 
‘welfare’ include social 
a n d  e c o n o m i c  
o p p o r t u n i t y  a n d  
s u s t a i n a b l e  
communities?” 
[Boyer Report p34]

“In the case of  architecture, the larger purposes 
related not only to building competently, and 
fulfilling the wishes of  the clients, but to 
helping foster through design, more 
wholesome neighborhoods, safer streets, more 
productive workplaces, a cleaner environment, 
and more cohes ive  communit ies.”  
[Boyer Report, p31]

“The challenge will be for architecture to directly address 
the real problems of  our time: homelessness, urban decay 
and crime, and the destruction of  community.”
[James F. Barker, FAIA, Dean of  Clemson University’s 
College of  Architecture]
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I read numerous newspaper articles about the difficulties 
and struggles of  the neighborhood, as well as articles 
pertaining to the new SCPA and the debate surrounding 
its proposed location. I made many visits to Over-the-
Rhine and to the site on different days of  the week and 
at different times of  the day to observe and fully 
understand the neighborhood and activity of  the 
neighborhood.   

Research of  creative and performing arts schools:
Visit to Cincinnati School for the Creative and Performing 
Arts [SCPA]
Cincinnati,Ohio 
Visit to Cleveland School for the Arts [CSA]
Cleveland, Ohio
Visit to Youth Performing Arts School [YPAS]
Louisville Kentucky
By visiting the schools, I learned about the ways in which 
creative and performing art schools function different 
than typical college prepartory high schools.  I learned 
about the different types of  studios and art spaces that 
an art-based school should include, as well as the 
appropriate sizes they should be. I also got to speak with 
the principals about the stuggles that art-based schools 
face.  The biggest challenge of  the art-based school is 
the integration between the arts and academics.  In all 
the schools I visted, this integration was mentioned as 
one of  the biggest struggles.  The academic department 
doesn’t know what is happening in the arts department 
and vice versa.  If  collaboration can occur, the curriculum 
becomes richer and the students see how the arts can 
impact all aspects of  learning.     

Research of  successful urban spaces:
I wanted to create an urban environment that draws 
people to and through it, and serves as a source of  activity 
for the community.  I looked to 3rd Street Promenande 
in Santa Monica, California as inspiration.  I also kept in 
mind some of  the wonderful  European streets and plazas 
which add life and vitality to the towns.  In particular, the 
narrow winding colorful streets of  Mykonos, and Santorini 
Greece. As you come to an intersection and decide which 
way to go, you are pulled in each direction by colorful 
animated streets with cafes, seating areas, flowers, trees 
and other treasures.

*

*

*
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Program Outline:
The School for the Creative and Performing Arts

    School Profile:
        grades 9-12
        400 students maximum, 100 incoming freshman accepted each year
        audition required into desired “major program”

    “Major Programs” offered at SCPA Cincinnati:
        Visual Arts [2D + 3D]	

photography studio	
painting studios	
sculpture studios	
welding studio	
fiber arts studio	
art history classroom

        Music [instrumental + vocal]	
vocal ensemble rehearsal	
instrumental rehearsal	
woodwind practice room	
brass practice room	
percussion practice room	
strings practice room	
jazz rehearsal/recording room	
jazz engineering room	
jazz instruction r oom	
piano lab	
piano recital/private lesson room	
music composition/theory room	
individual practice rooms	
instrumental storage

        Dance	
dance studios	
dressing rooms	
dance history classroom

        Drama	
acting labs	
break out areas  
drama history classroom

*

* *Academic Departments
   Math	

classrooms	
computer lab

    Science	
classrooms	
science lab

    English	
classrooms	
monologue room

    Social Studies	
classrooms

    Foreign Language	
classrooms	
language lab

    library	
academic collection	
fine arts collection	
media specialist office	
A.V. storage

    Cafeteria	
lunch room	
kitchen

    Administration	
principal office	
assistant principal office	
artistic director office	
secretary stations	
waiting area	
guidance counselors offices

    Health Services	
waiting area	
nurses office
sick rooms



This school will be open longer than the typical 8am-3pm 
school day. It is a place where free art classes are offered 
in the evenings, where kids’ camps and events take place 
on the weekends. This is a place where anyone in the 
community that is interested in creative or performing 
arts can come and get involved. From a social aspect, this 
school seeks to get the students involved in the community. 
The students will travel across the street to the YMCA 
building for all the physical education classes, down the 
street one block to Music Hall for rehearsals and 
performances and across the street to the park for lunch, 
classes, etc. More specifically, the design intent happens 
on three different levels:
urban, macro-building and micro-building

in
te

nt inte
nt

07
Urban Intent:
    That the building be connected and integrated into the 
neighborhood
    That the building be a place of  activity for the 
community

Macro-building Intent:
    That the whole building be on display to the public
   “Eyes on the street”, eyes from the street was 
implemented to insure the building be welcoming 
for the public yet safe for the students

Micro-building Intent:
    That the whole building be a display 
for the students, so that they are inspired 
by each other
    That the building is truly integrated 
between the arts and academics

*
*

**
*
*
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first site visit .  .  . 
a saturday morning, end of  september .  .  . dad wouldn’t 
let me go to Over-the-Rhine alone .  .  .	

“It’s just not a part of  the city you go to .  . 
 . especially by yourself ”
riots, shootings and drugs plague this neighborhood .   	

.  .  . it’s kind of  sad, because it is a wonderful 
part of  Cincinnati .  .  . 
[architecturally and historically speaking] 
lived thirteen years in Cincinnati, but never even drove 
through the whole neighborhood 
                    .  .  . until this morning .  .  .
110 blocks of  19th century housing .  . [one of  the most 
cohesive 19th century neighborhoods left in the country] 
however 70 % of  the buildings are substandard or vacant 
.  .  . 28% livable but needing 
repairs .  .  . 2% good condition .  . every so often a 
pocket of  rehabilitation appears.  .  . BMWs out in front 
.  .  . makes you wonder	 walking up Elm street, the 
rowhouses on one side of  the street create great rhythm, 
balanced against Washington Park on the other side.  But 
a closer examination reveals people lying in doorways, 
sleeping under cardboard boxes .  .  . in the park people 
are just “hanging out” [not really sure what they are doing] 
they look bored  .  .  . same thing on every street corner, 
more people just loitering around .  .  . is there anything 
for them to do in the neighborhood? .  .   a lot of  
businesses have left the area .  .  . 
feeling a little uncomfortable now .  .  . people are staring, 
they can tell an outsider .  .  . 
after a quick walk around the area	

.  .  . the perfect site .  .  .
a huge empty parking lot .  . across the street is an eight 
story YMCA, and a drop inn shelter .  .  .Washington 
Park borders to the north and just a block up the street 
is the famous Music Hall, a beautiful old theater .  .  . one 
of  Cincinnati’s architectural treasures .  .  . and the main 
reason for naming this parking lot the perfect site [close 
proximity to Music Hall is ideal for a creative and 
performing arts high school] .  .  . 						

but is this neighborhood really appropriate for a school???? 
.  .  . it’s idealistic.  .  .but possible .  .  . how can the school 
benefit from the neighborhood? .  .  how can the 
neighborhood benefit from the school? .  .  . how can the 
school jumpstart the economy and restore faith back into 
the neighborhood? .  .  .is that even possible for a school 
to do? .  .  . a traditional school won’t do it .  .  . this thesis 
is going to require a shift in the paradigm 
surrounding the design of  schools
 .  .  . for it to be successful.
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the site

Standing in the middle of  the site looking north, Washington Park 
borders the site and has a major impact on the site.

Standing in the middle of  the site looking east, one can see the edge 
of  the taller modern buildings of  the central business district 
contrasted with the historic row house character of  Race street.

ea
st

Standing in the middle of  the site looking south, one can see the 
edge of  Over-the-Rhine contrasted with the central business district.

Standing in the middle of  the site looking west, one can see the 
YMCA building and  the drop inn center.  The students will travel 
from the SCPA to the YMCA for gym classes and other physical 
activities.

w
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t
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Looking north up Elm Street Row houses located on north east corner of  site, they are a major 

design influence for the Elm street facade of  the building.

Drop inn shelter Music Hall, home to the Cincinnati Ballet, and Cincinnati Symphony 
Orchestra.

The site chosen for this design is located on the 
corner of  Central Parkway and Elm Street. 
Currently, a parking lot for approximately 200 cars 
resides on the site.  Central Parkway is a six lane 
boulevard and a major artery through the 
downtown area of  Cincinnati.  Elm Street is a two 
lane, smaller scale street along which Washington 
Park and Music Hall are located.  There are three 
row houses located on the northwest corner of  
the site.  Across the street from the site is an eight 
story YMCA building where the students will take 
physical education classes.  This site bridges the 
gap between the start of  Over-the-Rhine and the 
Central Business District.  The Elm street side of  
the site follows the character of  the lower row 
houses adjacent to it; the south side that fronts 
Central Parkway has a grander character that opens 
to the wider, busier street and more modern 
buildings of  the downtown area.
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The main concept of  the urban thoroughfare 
developed after many other solutions were 
considered, but I felt these other solutions fell 
short of  addressing all the issues that needed to 
be addressed with regards to the site and 
neighborhood.  The site brought a number of  
problems to the table including safety issues, 
the building’s interaction with the people of  the 
neighborhood, the interaction with the street 
and the connection to the park.  After many 
rolls of  trace paper, the urban thoroughfare 
materialized.  The urban thoroughfare was 
created by completely separating the building at 
the first level and then linking the east and west 
sides of  the building on the upper floor through 
the use of  skywalks [a very prominate pedestrian 
transportation element used in Cincinnati].  The 
urban thoroughfare allows for the park to be 
pulled through the building, thus creating a space 
with potential to be a very animated and active 
space for the community; a place for both the 
community and school to share.  Once the initial 
concept was developed, I realized there were 
many ways in which to develop the urban 
thoroughfare. Study one incorporates a rotated 
grid [with respect to the city grid] to maximize 
the views into the spaces from the urban 
thoroughfare.  This however produced a jagged 
first level facade which I believe is undesirable 
for the neighborhood. A facade with clean sight 
lines is most desirable so there are not corners 
and hidden crevices for people to hide or for 
dangerous things to be left unoticed.  After 
analyzing study one, study two was developed. 
I rotated the grid back to parallel to the city grid 
and pushed the spaces on display forward. This 
minimized the undulations of  the first level 
facade but didn’t totally eliminate them.  While 
study two was closer, I still felt it lacked clear 
organization and didn’t totally encompass all my 
ideas for the site.  Study three was the final 
concept generated and became my final design 
concept. Study three incorporated arcs overlayed 
on the basic idea of  study two.  The arcs serve 
as an organizational element for the building 
plan and allow for a clean first level facade.  The 
arc becomes the outside skin of  the building on 
the first level facade; as it makes its way up 
through the building, the spaces “on display” 
to the urban thoroughfare are pushed through 
the arc.  The arc is represented in the upper 
floors by a material/floor pattern change, a 
ceiling height change or a change programmically 
within the space.
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*
organizational arcs

**

* spaces on display
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1 gallery
2 gift shop
3 cafe
4 kiln room
5 sculpture studio

6 welding studio
7 paint room
8 crit area
9 lounge
10 gallery prep

11 cafeteria  
12 kitchen
13 A.V. storage
14 media specialist
15 fine arts library

16 academic library
17 teachers lounge  
18 teacher training 
19 lounget 
20 health center

21 main office
22 principal office
23 assistant principal office 
24 conference room
25 artistic director office
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Washington Park
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1 painting studio
2 crit area
3 fiber arts studio
4 digital arts computer lab
5 photography studio
6 darkroom
7 painting studio
8 crit area
9 dance studio

10 dance studio
11 acting lab
12 acting lab
13 acting lab
14 english classroom
15 math classroom
16 social studies
17 foreign language  
18 drama classroom

19 custodial/mech.
20 english/drama classroom
21 science prep
22 science lab
23 math classroom
24 dance history classroom
25 dressing room
26 dressing room
27 math classroom
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

22

1   instrumental rehearsal room
2   vocal rehearsal room
3   vocal rehearsal room
4   jazz rehearsal/recording room
5   jazz engineering room
6   jazz instruction room
7   music composition/theory room
8   social studies classroom
9   english classroom

10 foreign language classroom
11 piano lab
12 instrument storage 
13 piano recital/private lesson room
14 percussion practice room
15 brass practice room
16 woodwind practice room 
17 strings practice room
18 instrument storage

19 music library
20 practice rooms
21 mezzanine instrumental practice rooms
22 mezzanine vocal practice rooms
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[information kiosk] displays 
upcoming events at the school 
and in the neighborhood

[pavers] grass and stone 
paver system used in 
the sculpture garden

Student Art Show
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SCPA

annual

[graffiti]four temporary 
graffiti walls covered 
with a material such as 
teflon or silicon so they 
can be easily cleaned
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urban thoroughfare entrance from Elm Street
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urban thoroughfare entrance from Central Parkway
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In retrospect . . .

I really enjoyed working on this thesis, I undertook a large
project and  it overwhelmed me at times, but  in the end I feel
I learned a lot about art based schools, urban revitalization and
myself  and what kind of  designer I want to be.

The Elm Street facade of  the building had great potential to
be a bridging member between the historic presence of  Over-
the-Rhine and the modern impression of  the central business
district. However, I did not get to explore and fully develop this
facade of  the building. If  I had 6 more months the first  thing
I would study would be the Elm Street facade. I had some really
great ideas for this street facade, but they never were completely
realized. One of  the main ideas was a double facade; the inner
layer being a curtain wall and the outer layer acting like a stage
set. I envisioned a brightly colored row house rhythm through
which the activities of  the school could be showcased. The
three row houses on the northwest corner of  the site helped
set the rhythm for the facade with regards to internal planning
and external aesthetics.

I would also would have liked to develop site sections and or
elevations, because I think that way the building fits into the
site is crucial to my concept and at the present moment is under
represented in the final book.

Overall I feel that this project is a success at the conceptual
level, and with some more investigation and development would
have the potential to make a positive impact on this neighborhood
if  it were to be actualized.

reflec

Elm Street facade
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. . . the end
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Human Resources
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